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Abstract: A hybrid image blends the high-frequency component of one image with the low-frequency component of a
different image. The high-frequency component is easily recognized from a short distance, but difficult to recognize
from a long distance. On the other hand, the low-frequency component is easy to recognize from a long distance;
however, it is difficult to recognize from a short distance. IllusionPIN, an authentication method based on hybrid images,
was proposed in 2017. In IllusionPIN, a user and an observer recognize different digits on the same smartphone display.
For example, when the user touches the digit 3 derived from high-frequency components, the observer recognizes 7
derived from low-frequency components. Although IllusionPIN is known to resist shoulder surfing, the authentication
success rates and operation times of this method have not been reported. The present evaluation of IllusionPIN
revealed a major problem: overlap of the digits derived from the high- and low-frequency components degrades the
distinguishing ability, thereby reducing the success authentication rate to unacceptably low levels (approximately 77%).
To improve the success authentication rate of IllusionPin, we slightly shift the drawing range of one digit. Evaluation
results confirmed that after this improvement, the authentication success rate exceeded 90% without disturbing the
shoulder-surfing resistance.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Internet-based services, such as banking, finance,
and shopping, are now commonly used worldwide. All
of these systems require user authentication, and many
types of authentication methods have been proposed [1, 2].
Here, we focus on password-based authentication because
it is relatively simple and provides an occasional backup
when other methods fail. The most popular of these
methods, known as personal identification number-entry
(PIN-entry), involves four-digit numerical passwords and
has universally been adopted for ATM machines.

The main problem with password authentication is
password leakage. The first research objective is to avoid
shoulder surfing, the action of peeping over someones

shoulder during the authentication operation to steal the
operators password.

Passwords can also be stolen in video-recording
attacks, in which a password is deduced from images cap-
tured by video cameras. A huge amount of small cameras
have entered modern society. Almost everybody has a
mobile phone or a smartphone with camera functionality.
Moreover, monitoring cameras are installed in every town
and every office. If an authentication operation is video-
recorded, the candidate passwords are easily narrowed
down. In video-recording attacks, a persons authentica-
tion operations can also be video-recorded multiple times.
This situation is very rare but also extremely dangerous.
For example, the authentication operations of the same
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person can be video-recorded on a net-shopping site in
the morning and in the afternoon. If authentication op-
erations are video-recorded multiple times, the hacking
resistance is greatly reduced.

From a usability viewpoint, the authentication
should be adequately successful and completed within a
short time. However, conventional authentication meth-
ods with strong tolerance need a relatively long operation
time. The tradeoff between usability and tolerance is a
well-recognized problem in the range of current research
approaches.

In 2017, Papadopoulos et al. [3] proposed Illusion-
PIN , an authentication method based on hybrid images.
The discussion in [3] focuses on the human recognition
ability of two displayed numbers. IllusionPIN blends a
digit described by a high-frequency image with another
digit described by a low-frequency image in the same
area. The article highlighted the difficulty of recognizing
the high-frequency image beyond a distance of 64 cm (25
inches). However, the usability of IllusionPIN was not
discussed in [3].

This article discusses IllusionPIN from a usability
viewpoint and proposes an improved version with higher
success authentication rate than the original version.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Authentication Method with Shoulder-Surfing Toler-
ance

Tolerance against shoulder surfing is discussed
in Roth et al. [4] and Zhao et al. [5]. Fig. 1 shows
the interface of a tolerant shoulder-surfing method [4].
Each number on the authentication interface is set against
a black or white background. A user selects the back-
ground colors of his or her password in the display. For
example, if the first digit in the password is 3, the user
selects the background color of 3 on the interface. In
Fig. 1, the background colors are (from left) white, black,
white, and black. The selection is performed four times
for each password entry. Although this method resists
shoulder surfing, each four-digit password requires 16
selection operations, which is time-consuming for the
user. Moreover, if the operation is video-recorded, the
password is easily leaked.

 
Fig. 1. Authentication interface

B. Authentication Method with Tolerance to Video-
Recording Attacks on at most Two Video-Recordings

In this subsection, a tolerant authentication method
satisfies the following criterion:

• At least 10000 candidates are rested after analyzing
the recorded authentication operations.
Initially, these methods have huge password spaces.

For example, in the method of [6], each pass-text consists
of 50 kinds of characters, including alphabets, digits, and
some symbols. On this interface (see Fig. 2), an opera-
tor moves the appropriate background color to his or her
password position for correct authentication. The details
are given in [6].

 

Fig. 2. Authentication interface in the method of Sakurai [6]
As this method uses an 8-length password, the

number of password candidates exceeds 1012. When op-
erations are video-recorded at most twice, data analysis in
conventional methods [6, 7, 8] obtains over 10000 pass-
word candidates. However, the methods are unreliable
when authentication operations are video-recorded more
than three times, as shown in Fig. 3 [6].
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Fig. 3. Evaluation results [6]

C. Authentication Method with Tolerance To Multiple
Video-recording Attacks

This subsection discusses the tolerance when au-
thentication operations are video-recorded more than
three times. Under this condition, there must be no useful
information by which attackers can narrow down the pass-
word candidates, even when the authentication operations
are video-recorded and analyzed.

Tolerance, in this scenario, can be realized by a
challenge and response technique. For example, where
the pass-text should be placed is regarded as a challenge.
The users operationmoving the pass-text to the position
designated by the challengedepends on the received chal-
lenge.

 
Fig. 4. Authentication interface in the method of [9]

Fig. 4 is an example of the authentication interface
in [9]. This interface is a numeric keypad displaying the
digits in normal order. Each digit is associated with an
alphabetical symbol. The alphabet is displayed as a back-
ground, which can be moved by pushing one of the four
arrow buttons at the bottom of the keypad. The top of the
keypad features an indicator which shows the authenti-
cation of the password entry in the case shown in Fig. 1.
In this method, an alphabetical letter is vocalized as a
challenge. If the first password is 2 and F is vocalized,
then the correct operation is a move of F to the position
of 2. Therefore, the suitable authentication operations are
pushing the upward move button twice.

Currently, a challenge is secretly transmitted to an
operator by two main approaches: vibrations [10, 11, 12],
or through sound or voices [8, 9, 13, 14].

The vibration approach [10, 11, 13] requires over
20 seconds for four-digit password authentication.

The sound or voice approach [10, 11, 12] reduces
the time of four-digit password authentication to approxi-
mately 15 seconds. Lee et al. [9] described three voice-
based authentication methods, only one of which is toler-
ant to multiple video-recording attacks [12].

Both approaches achieve an adequate correct au-
thentication rate but consume a rather long operation time.
More convenient methods are desired.

D. Authentication Method using Hybrid Images
Authentication methods based on hybrid images

have also been reported [15, 16]. A hybrid image blends
an image described by high-frequency components with
a different image described by low-frequency compo-
nents. For example, Fig. 5 merges the high-frequency
components of a car image and the low-frequency com-
ponents of a cat image. The car drawing derived from the
high-frequency image is easily recognized from a short
distance but it is hard to recognize from a long distance.
On the other hand, the cat drawing derived from the low-
frequency image is easily recognized from a long distance
but it is difficult to recognize from a short distance.
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Fig. 5. Hybrid images

IllusionPIN [3] exploits this phenomenon in password
authentication. In IllusionPIN, a user and an observer rec-
ognize different digits on the same smartphone. When the
user touches 3 extracted from the high-frequency com-
ponents, the observer recognizes 7 extracted from the
low-frequency components.

If a digit drawn from the high-frequency compo-
nents is recognizable by the observer, the password is
easily leaked. In the IllusionPIN method [3], the observer
reportedly cannot recognize the high-frequency digits
from distances exceeding 64 cm (25 inches). However,
the success rates and operation times of hybrid image-
based authentication have not been reported.

III. PRELIMINARY EXPERIMENT
This section describes the outline and results of a

reproduction experiment. Fig. 6 is a hybrid image of the
digits 1 described by low-frequency components and 0
described by high-frequency components.

Fig. 7 shows the interface of the experimental sys-
tem. On the authentication interface, the low-frequency
numbers are displayed in their normal order, but the high-
frequency numbers are displayed in random order. For
example, suppose that the password is 0, and the authenti-
cation interface presents the hybrid image in Fig. 6. When

the operator touches the 1 key, this action is recognized
by the observer, and the password is not leaked.

The authentication operation of IllusionPIN con-
sists of the following steps:

1. Recognition of the digits extracted from high-
frequency images.

2. Touching the password digit.

 

Fig. 6. A hybrid image
As the authentication action is very simple, Illu-

sionPIN can be highly usable if the digits are correctly
recognized within a short time.
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Fig. 7. Authentication interface

The experiment was performed using a Zenpfone 2
Laser, and the hybrid images were created using ImageJ
software [17].

Authentication on the hybrid interface was per-
formed by five college students whose age is between
20 and 22. The interface was viewed on a smartphone
held at 30 cm from the eyes. Each student performed 20
operations on a one-digit password that was randomly se-
lected before each operation. The average authentication
success rate was 77.5%.

This low success rate must be improved in real ap-
plications. The average operation time of authenticating
one digit was too long (11.2 seconds), but may shorten
after adequate learning. In this preliminary experiment,
an adequate learning period for the subjects was not con-
sidered.

The following suggestion for improvement was
made by several of the experimental volunteers:

• As the low-frequency and high-frequency numbers
are described in the same drawing area, the high-
frequency number is sometimes very hard to distin-
guish.

IV. TOWARD AN IMPROVED ILLUSIONPIN
METHOD

Inspired by the subjects comments, the following
variations of IllusionPIN were considered and evaluated:

• The drawing area of the high-frequency number
was slightly shifted, as shown in Fig. 8. This shift
was expected to increase authentication success

rates.
• A background pattern was introduced to the draw-

ing area (e.g., Fig. 9). This pattern was expected to
decrease the recognition rate of the observers.

 
Fig. 8. Hybrid image with a shift in the drawing area of the
high-frequency component

 
Fig. 9. Hybrid image with a background pattern

The evaluations compared the performances of the
following four methods:

1. Conventional IllusionPIN

2. IllusionPIN with a drawing-area shift

3. IllusionPIN with a background pattern

4. IllusionPIN with a background pattern and a
drawing-area shift

V. EVALUATIONS

A. Drawing-area Shift and Background Pattern
Seven volunteers participated in this experiment.

Each volunteer operated 20 authentications of randomly
designated one-digit passwords. The experimental results
are shown in Table 1.
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TABLE 1
OPERATION TIME AND SUCCESS RATE (ONE DIGIT)

Method Op. Time Success Rate

IllusionPIN 11.2 sec 77.5%
+Area shift 4.6sec 97.1%
+Background pattern 9.2sec 59.3%
+Area Shift and Back-
ground pattern

7.7 sec 92.1%

As indicated in Table 1, the area shift effectively
improved the authentication success rate while decreas-
ing the operation time. The simultaneous area shift and
background pattern were also effective.

B. Password Leak Rates

This subsection measures the password leak rate.
The operator viewed his or her smartphone from a dis-
tance of 30 cm from the eyes, with the display arranged
perpendicular to the operators eye line. Meanwhile, the
observer viewed the same display from a 40, 50, and 60
cm distance at an angle of 30deg to his or her eye line.
This situation mimics a person sitting on a train and peep-
ing at the smartphone display of a person sitting one seat
ahead. This is the same threat model used in [3].

Resultant leak rates are shown in Table 2, wherein
there are descriptions of 0% that includes random re-
sponse and no response owing to the recognition diffi-
culty.

TABLE 2
PASSWORD LEAK RATE (ONE DIGIT)

Method Leak Rate Leak Rate Leak Rate
(40cm) (50cm) (60cm)

IllusionPIN 16.7% 0% 0%
+Area shift 21.4 18.8% 6.3%
+Background pattern 7.1% 6.3% 0%
Area Shift and Background pattern 14.3% 6.3% 0%

From Table 2, each modification renders the method
more recognizable from the viewpoint of observers. How-
ever, they are still tolerant of more than 70 cm distance.

C. Evaluation of Four-digit Password Authentication
Five volunteers participated in this experiment.

Each volunteer applied the following authentication meth-
ods five times in random order:

• IllusionPIN

• IllusionPIN with a drawing-area shift
• IllusionPIN with a background pattern and a

drawing-area shift
This evaluation was performed on four-digit passwords,
which are used for ATMs worldwide. To determine
whether the authentication operation times and success
rates are comparable with other authentication methods,
the subjects were given an adequate learning time. The
results are shown in Table 3.

TABLE 3
EVALUATION RESULTS (FOUR DIGIT)

IllusionPIN +Area shift +Area Shift and Background pattern

Op. Time 18.1 sec 9.0 sec 13.9 sec
Success Rate 76% 92 % 96%

As shown in Table 3, the conventional IllusionPIN
method required 18 seconds for authentication, and its
success rate was 76%. Shifting the drawing area reduced

the authentication time to 9 seconds and improved the
authentication success rate to 96%.
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VI. DISCUSSION

As shown in Table 2, the digits described by the
high- frequency component were not recognizable when
viewed from 70 cm distance. Therefore, both the original
IllusionPIN and the improved methods were apparently
tolerant to shoulder surfing.

In video-recording attacks, images of the display
can be captured by a super-high-definition camera, in-
creasing the risk of password leakage. However, the
password is considered to be difficult to detect in im-
ages recorded by an ordinary mobile phone or a security
camera. Therefore, both methods are feasibly tolerant to
multiple video-recording attacks.

The results depend on several experimental param-
eters. For example, the numeral font used in this article
differed from that in [3]. Although further detailed re-
searches are required, the improved version of Illusion-
PIN is promising for real-world applications.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

IllusionPIN is an authentication method based on
hybrid images, obtained by blending an image described
by high- frequency components with a different image
described by low-frequency components. However, as
clarified in evaluations, IllusionPIN is hindered by a low
authentication success rate and a rather long operation
time.

In IllusionPIN, the drawing areas of the two dig-
its extracted from the high- and low-frequency images
are completely overlapped. This article proposes an im-
proved method that slightly shifts the drawing area of the
high-frequency digit from that of the low-frequency digit,
enabling both digits to be viewed clearly.

In the evaluation, the authentication success rate
increased from 76% in the original IllusionPIN to 95%
in the improved method, and the operation time was ap-
proximately halved. The high authentication rate and
short operation time confirm the potential usability of the
modified IllusionPIN method.

Before applying the modified IllusionPIN method
in real applications, the used fonts and image processing
parameters must be further investigated.

In video-recording attacks, a more attentive experi-
ment may be necessary to consider the details. However,
such an experiment is not performed in [3], and in this
article, it is rested as further work.
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